
DigEplan Redact enables jurisdictions to save significant time while ensuring
compliance to in-country legislative requirements, such as GDPR or FOIA. With
solutions from partner Especialisten and DigEplan, jurisdictions can remove
manual, time-consuming processes with an AI-based automation redaction
service that is fully integrated to your permitting system.

Save significant time with fully automated
redaction
Ensure efficiency and compliance to legislative
requirements when redacting personal and sensitive
data with DigEplan and Especialisten's automated
redaction services that saves significant time and
removes the need for third-party software.

Organizations can reduce redaction workloads, easily
anonymize personal details from documents directly
from your document management or permitting
system of record.
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Redacted document is saved into the system of
record

Document management and permitting
system integration enhances efficiency
DigEplan is fully integrated to all leading permitting or
DMS systems, so workflows are triggered directly
from the system of record enabling efficiency gains.

Automated redaction workflows

Redact

Are your employee's document redaction workloads
increasing to achieve data compliance?

DigEplan and Especialisten's services are triggered
from the system of record (DMS or permitting),
including the use of smart templates where different
document types require subtle changes in the
redaction rules for the redaction to be correctly
applied.

Reduce the legal
requirement workloads for

redaction by 90%
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Cloud redaction tool
A cloud-based solution, supported by an easy-to-use
interface, DigEplan has partnered with GDPR and data
experts Espcialisten to optimize the redaction
processes.

Save significant time with fully automated redaction

DigEplan is fully integrated into all major Dutch
back-office systems, ensuring efficient workflows.
Redaction processes are triggered from DigEplan's
easy-to-use interface, which includes a rich set of
redaction features.

1.

How does automated redaction work?

All documents in your system of
record are available in DigEplan

____________________________________

2. Users simply select the redaction service and the
redaction workflow template to use the AI-based
automated redaction service.

Redaction workflow templates ensure
accuracy on different document types

3. The redaction services create redaction suggestions
reducing manual workloads by 90%, which are then
ready for review and final approval. Any additional
corrections or additions can be applied by the user.

Automated redaction suggestions

4. DigEplan includes tools to search, find, and apply
additional redaction items, ensuring efficiency and
accuracy.

Features for review and amendments
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5. Redacted records are made available directly to your
DMS or permitting system for further processing, such
as public record publishing.

Documents are made available in your back-office
system

Building efficiency into redaction
By providing integration to back-office systems, utilizing  
cloud-based workflows, organizations can automate
the redaction processes, saving significant wasted
hours of manual processing, as well as ensuring
compliance to new legislation.

Contact Us
For more information about DigEplan:
www.avolvesoftware.com
+1 602-714-9774
sales@avolvesoftware.com
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